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Forms over Semisimple Algebras with Involution 
A. 11. iLI&vETT 
This paper is devoted to examining a certain class of forms over semisimple 
algebras with involution. It is shown that this theory has analogues to the 
theory of Hermitian forms over a division ring. In particular, an analogue to 
Witt’s theorem is established. The definitions and results of [2] will be used, 
usually without further explicit reference. 
1. TIE -IDJOINT OPERATION 
Let =3 bc an algebra with involution u M u over the commutative ring R. 
I,et h be a nonsingular A-Hermitian form on the left A-module 111, where 
h E R and Xx = 1. Then h defines an involution s H s on E = End,(M), 
given by 
h(m,s, m,) =~- h(m, ) m$) 
h is then a A-IIermitian form over ,-1 admitting E. s is called the adjoint of S, 
or the adjoint of s determined by h. Now let P be the space of pairings 
Hom,_,(M @ ,M, A). P is an E-module if we put sk(m, , nZa) = k(m,.s, SiJ. 
Then 
l.ll Ez P by the rule s+sh and 
(a) The p-forms on 112 are the forms sh, where s = kljZs. 
(1~) Tzco p-forms given by s and t are isometric if and o$y if there exists T 
such that rsr : t. 
(c) Let sh be a nonsingular p-form. Then Y -+ F’ = sfs-l is the adjoint 
operation determined by sh. 
Proof. Let K E P. Then, since the map 0:’ : A+ M = Hom,(,u, A) 
given by 12 is an isomorphism, for each ~zr E M there exists a unique mz2 such 
’ In this paper I use the term IL-form instead of p-Hermitian form. Isomorphism 
of :~lgebra modules will be denoted by 2, and isometry of forms by r~. 
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Proof of (a). sh is a ~-form if, and only if, 
slz(ml , iii,) 1 $h(m, , ml), or XA(m, , 111~s) = @h(zzz,s, m,j or AS -1 ps. 
The proofs of (b) and (c) are equally straightforward. 
If k is a h-form on the A-module Jr, we shall call 111 together with h a h- .~. 
space and write (M, h). h is called null if h(M, AZ) :~= 0. An A-submodule 
L’ of 1X’ will be called a subspace. and .Li will be called non singular or null if 
the induced form on CT is nonsingular or null, respectively. We write UL = 
orthogonal complement of 
Then L” is a left z4-modulc. If 11 and l7 are subspaces of (Al, h) such that 
M = C 0 I’ and h( U, If) ~~- 0, we write M = T_: .i 1’ and say that U 
splits ~$2. Then if (M, h) is nonsingular and U is a nonsingular subspace, we 
have M = Li 1 C’. The proof is similar to the corresponding result for 
quadratic forms over a field. 
1.2 Let h be a nonsi?zgular A-fornz on M. Then there exists a (1,l) correspon- 
dence between the non singular subspaces N of M and the self adjoint idem- 
patents e2 2 7-z e of EndAM, given by N = Me. 
The proof of this is straightforward. 
1.3 Let h be a nonsingular h-form on A. Let e be an idempotent in 
E = EndAM. Then 
(a) (Me): = LU(l -- F) 
h 
(b) p : MC= (A4e), where (p(mlti), m2e) = h(m,e, m,e). 
The proofs are again straightforward. 
2. UNSPLITTARLE FORMS OVER .-z SEMISIMPLE ALGEBRA 
Let A be a semisimple algebra with involution over the commutative ring 
R, e.g. A is a semisimple ring with involution and R == Z or R = center of 
-;1, or A is a semisimple algebra over a field R. In A the distinction between 
nonsingular and nondegenerate X-forms vanish, since the dual of a simple 
module is again simple. 
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Let h be a X-form on the left A-module M. Write Radical M- Rad M := -If”. 
Then h is nonsingular if, and only if, Rad M = 0. We can write M = U @ Rad 
&I, for some submodule c’ of M. Then we have M = U 1_ Rad M, so that 
Rad U = 0 and U is nonsingular. Such a splitting of n/l is called a radical 
splitting. Let M = U _L Rad M and M, = C; I Rad ill, be radical split- 
tings of the h-spaces M and M, . Then by an argument similar to that in 
[5] (42C), we can show that there is an isometry n/Z ‘v 121, if and only if there 
is an isometry U ‘v G1 and an isometry Rad 2U ‘v Rad M, . Hence for the 
purpose of finding isometry classes of h-forms, we can restrict our attention 
to nonsingular forms. A nonsingular h-form h on M and the associated 
h-space (M, h) will be called unsplittable if h has no non trivial orthogonal 
decomposition h = h, 1 h, . Then 
2.1. Every nonsingular X-form is the orthogonal sum of unsplittable forms. 
Mrc can write the algebra d in the form 
.-I = A, @ ..* @ i3, @ H(B,) is ... @ H(B,,,), 
where the Ai are simple algebras over H such that Ai = Ai, and the H(B,) 
are the sum B, @ Bj, of simple algebras Bj and B,, such that Bj =: Bj, , 
that is, we write A as the sum of indecomposable involution algebras. Every 
h-form over one of the indecomposable components di or H(B,) can of 
course be viewed as a X-form over 9. Conversely we have clearly (cf. [2], 6.5): 
2.2. Every unsplittable h-form h over 9 is an unsplittable X-form over some 
(unique) Ai or H(B,). 
We can thus confine ourselves to the case when .-I is an indecomposable 
involution algebra. 
2.3. If (M, h) is an unsplittable X-space over an indecomposable algebra A, 
then either M is a simple A-module, or h is t?ze hyperbolic form H(N), where ,V 
is a simple A-module. If ,4 = H(B) then H(:V) is the one and only unsplittable 
f arm. 
Proof. If M is a simple d-module, then d must be a simple algebra. 
Suppose M is not simple, so that there exists an idempotent e E EndAM such 
that Me is a simple A-module. Then Me is either a null or a non singular 
subspace of M, and since M is unsplittable Me must be null. Therefore 
ee = 0. Similarly Fe = 0. Then (e + 6) is a self adjoint non zero idempotent A 
in End,M and hence M = M(e + &) = Me 0 Meg Me 6 (Me). 
2.4. Let d be a simple algebra with involution in which 2 is a unit. Then 
there exists a non singular X-form h on a simple A module M if, and only rf, 
every unsplittable X-form has underlying module isomorphic to M. Hence zf 
Proof. Siqlposc there c+ts a nunsingular A-form k on ,I1 and an un- 
splittablc X-form h on an .-/-module II7 which is not simple. 1,et e he a proper 
idempotent in End,It: ‘I’heii II’ 11.~ ’ II. Sow since If/e -2 M, there 
exists a nonsingular h-form. call it g, on II?. Thcreforc we have an isomor- 
phism 
where 
$(wle), wee; ==- h(zc,~, w.,e) 
IVow put u’s = p-‘fl,(we), for w E II . . ‘Then s t End,W, and est? = s. Then 
p(ws) -= e,,(zee) and hence <‘p(w), qe) m== \ B,(u~e)~~,~ie;‘ for w, wr E IT’. That is, 
h(ws, w,e) = g(we, wle). Hut /z(ws, wie) m-m k(ws, .~a,), and 
Therefore s ~~ s. We now use s to get a contradiction by showing that h 
splits. Put Y e s f 0. Then 9 :: c ~-~ ,y :~- r, yf -I (e ~1 s)(e + s) = 
eC + es ~I- se -( s3 ~- 2s f 0. Now Wil; IVF which is a simple module, so 
6Vr is also simple and hence is nonsingular, and therefore it splits IV. 
X simpler proof of this result can be obtained by using the bIorita theory 
[2] (Section 8) and the corresponding results for Hermitian forms over a 
division ring given in [4] (Chapter 5. Section 8). This indirect proof also 
shows that the result holds in the case when the characteristic is 2, provided 
that the involution - on End,lYZ is not tlie identity. 
2.5. Let .-I be a simple algebra with in\-olution over the commutative 
ring R. Let iFI be a simple A-module, so t!rat End, .?I -= D, say, is a division 
ring. If D is noncommutativc then of course the identity map is not an 
involution. If it is commutative, i.c. -=~ center (.-1) then all possible adjoint 
involutions given by forms on M coincide with the given one. 
Let X E H, AX = 1. Y/Len there are two cases 
(21) End,13 is not commutative. OY it is hut the involution does not leave 
cetlter (-2) elementwiseJi.~ed. Theta theve mist hotlz u X-form md ( mmX)-fornz on 
L+!l. 
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(b) End,M =- center (-4) is elementwise$xed unrler the involutiorr. Then 
there exists only a X-form on M or only a (~~-h)TfoI'm 011 AI. 
PYOOf. Suppose there does not exist a X-form on ;lZ. WC have an iso- 
morphism f : AT- M. Put h(m, , FzJ = (fm, , nT,> -~ X<fm2, Ml,. Then his a 
h-form on M and is consequently null. Therefore k(m, , %Q z lfml , #I,‘ is a 
(-X)-form and is nonsingular. Let - be the adjoint involution defined on 
D by k. Then by (1.1)(a) there does not exist a nonzero d such that d z d. 
Hence the adjoint operation on D is the identity and hence the given in\-olu- 
tion -- on center (;2) is identity. This concludes the proof of (2.5). 
In case (b) we have .d z M,i(lj) the ring of 11 x IL matrices over the 
(commutative) field 21. The corresponding involution - on M,,(D) must be 
of the form u p- ba’bkl, where u’ is the transpose of a, and 6’ -~ &b. Then 
there is an Hcrmitian form on -11 if b’ 6, and a skew Hermitian form 
if b” = -b. For if bt 6, then the form h on the minimal ideal ellAW,l(D), 
where en is the matrix with I in the (1,l)th position and 0 elsewhere. defined 
by h(m, , z,) ~- m,bk’%, is a nonsingular Hermitian form. 
3. \~*ITT'S '!CHEORERI 
The purpose of this section is to show that if .-Z is a semisimple algebra with 
involution in which 2 is a unit, then the semigroup of nonsingular X-forms, whose 
modules areJinitely generated, under orthogonal sum is a cancellation semigyoup. 
\Vitt in [7] showed that this is true in the classical case of quadratic forms 
over a field, and in [4] (Chapter 5, II) J acobson gives an extension to the 
case of Hermitian forms over division rings with involution. 
It can be seen that the result will hold for 3 if and only if it holds for the 
indecomposable subalgebras of A. The result holds for a subalgebra of 
form N(B), for here all the unsplittable X-forms arc isometric. It similarly 
holds for the case of a simple subalgebra .iI, in which the simple .-I,-module 
does not have a h-form on it. 
It remains to examine the case of a simple subalgebra -gl in which thr 
simple Al,-module M does have a h-form, say h, on it. Then the form X/I is a 
X-form on M, so that if the involution - is defined on E End, M bv 11, 
then by the ilIorita theory it follows that the theorem holds for A-f;rms over 
.A1 if it holds for Hermitiall forms over the division ring E. Hence our result. 
4. MAXIMAL HYPERBOLIC AND ANISOTROPIC SPACES 
In this section A is again a semisimple algebra in which 2 is a unit and it 
will be shown that every nonsingular h-space over ,3 is the orthogonal sum of a 
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maximal hyperbolic space and an anisotropic space, and these spaces aye unique 
up to isometry. 
;i X-space (,W, h) is called isotropic if there exists a nonzero x EI M such 
that h(y, X) 7-1 0, and anisotropic otherwise. 
4.1. LEMMA. Every simple null subspace 1,’ of a nonsingular A-space (ill, h) 
is contained in a hyperbolic space. 
Proof. Let li = l%!le, e2 = e E EndAM. Then eF :-z 0. If t?e == 0 also, 
then -W(e $- .?) = Me @ MZ is a hyperbolic space. Suppose t?e f 0. Put 
f -:~ e --- +e. Then f 2 :~ f, jf = ff 7-m 0, and hence Mf + A!ij is a hyper- 
bolic space containing L’. 
4.2. Proof of the theorem. By the lemma every nonsingular X-space can 
be written as the sum of a maximal hyperbolic space and an anisotropic 
space. By Witt’s theorem it is suficient to show that maximal hyperbolic 
subspaces of the h-space are isometric. To prove this we again observe that 
the result holds for d if it holds for the indecomposable subalgebras of -4. The 
theorem is trivial for indecomposable algebras of form H(B), or of form --l, 
where the simple .-l,-module does not have a A-form on it. It remains to prove 
it when .,f 1is a simple algebra in which the simple --l,-module I ’ has a X-form 
on it. ‘The Morita equivalence which mars the X-forms over A, to the 
Hermitian forms over E = End+ 1. preserves hyperbolic spaces and aniso- 
tropy, the latter since otherwise the inverse equivalence would show that the 
anisotropic subspace was isometric to a space split by a hyperbolic space. 
The result is known for Hermitian forms over a division ring (see [4] 
Chapter 5, 11) and so we are finished. 
This theorem also enables us to prove the following extension of the 
equivalent formulation of Witt’s theorem in terms of continuations of 
isometries. 
Let h and g be isometric nonsingular X-forms on the -2-modules Wand I,-. 
Let L: be any submodule of I+’ and let CJ be an isometry of C,r into T’. Then 
there is a prolongation of CJ to an isometry of W onto V. The proof is based 
on the corresponding result in [5] and is omitted. 
5. CLASSIFICATION OF THE GROUP INVARIANT QUADRATIC FORMS OVER THE 
FIELD OF REAI, NUMBERS 
Let I’ be a simple right RG-module, where RG is the group algebra of a 
finite group G over the field of real numbers R. We shall examine the possible 
quadratic and skew symmetric forms on the vector space I/ which admit RG. 
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That is, we seek the quadratic or skew symmetric forms ,l3 such that 
/3(g, yg) = /3(x, y), for all x, y E I/ and g E G. Such forms will be called 
quadratic or skew symmetric G-forms. ‘Isometry’ always refers to isometry 
as G-forms. See [2] for an exposition of the equivalence between quadratic 
or skew svmmetric G-forms and Hermitian or skew Hermitian forms over 
RG. - 
5.1. There exists a positive definite quadratic G-form on l?. 
Proof. Let 01 lx a positive definite quadratic form on I’. Put 
B(s, Y) my Cstc a(xg, yg). Then /3 is a positive definite quadratic G-form. 
5.2. Let /3 be a quadjfatic G-form on V. l’hen there are three possible cases 
(a) EndRG I- = R 
(1,) End,, 1I 2 C, the complex numbers 
(c) EndR, I’ = 0, the quaternions over R. 
In each case the adjoint involution de$ned on EndRc V is conjugation. Moreover, 
there aye only two isometry classes of quadratic G-forms on V. In case (a) there 
is no skew symmetric G-form on I 7. In case (b) there are tzoo classes of skew 
symmetric G-forms on V. In case (c) there is one class of skezLj symmetric G-forms 
O?l T’. 
Proof. The adjoint involution defined on End,, Ti is the operation 
d ++ d such that /3(dx, y) 1 /3(x, dy), for d E EndRG 1’. 
Suppose initially that /3 is a positive definite quadratic G-form on V. Then 
for d E EndRc I’, dd f -k2, k E R and k # 0, for otherwise 
/3(dx, dx) = /3(ddx, x) = --k2,8(x, x). 
IKow suppose that we are in case (b), that is, End,, V -= C. Then by the 
above condition, the adjoint involution must be conjugation, i.e. 
a + ib rf a - ib. Similarly, in case (c) the condition shows that the adjoint 
involution must be conjugation on D, i.e. 
a+ib+jc+kd-+a-ib-jc-kd, 
wherei2 =jz = k2 = -1, ;j = k,jk := i, ki -j. 
In any one of the three cases, every quadratic G-form is of type p(dx, y), 
where ;E = d, and hence is a scale of /3, and the corresponding adjoint involu- 
tion is the same. Two scales kJ3 and k,/3 are isometric if there is a d such that 
ad = k,/k, , and hence there are only two classes of quadratic G-forms on I’. 
Finally the skew symmetric G-forms are the forms fi(dx, y) where 2 = -d. 
Hence there is no skew symmetric G-form in case (a) and by computation it 
cat\ be shown that there arc two classes ot skew symmetric C;-forms in cast 
(b), and one class of skew symmetric forms in case (c). 
By means of these results \ve can obtain the following classification f G- 
forms over the complex numbers. ‘I’his has also been shown by Serre 
([h] 12 6.5). 
5.3. I,et 1: bc a simple CG module with character d. Then I: comes 
from a simple RG module f7 of character s and there are three possible wavs 
of decomposing x into simple complex characters 
\\‘e remark that, since C is algebraically closed, if there is a quadratic G-form 
on C,.‘, then there is a unique class of quadratic G-forms on II and there is no 
skew symmetric G-form on C,‘. Similarly if there is a skew symmetric G-form 
on CT it defines a unique class of skew symmetric G-forms, and there is no 
quadratic G-form on C’. The classification isthen (Frobenius-Schur): 
111 case (a) there is a quadratic G-fol-nz on I-. In case (b) there is neither (I 
quadratic nor a skew symmetric G-form on 1 -. In case (b) there is a skew syn- 
metric G-fowl on U. 
Proof. 1,et a bc a quadratic G-form on 1* and let /3 denote the induced 
quadratic G-form on V @lR C. Then in case (a) /3 is a quadratic G-form on l,-. 
,. 
In case (b) we have U C& C’, so there is neither a quadratic nor a skew sym- 
metric G-form on U. Now suppose case (c) holds. Then 
and the adjoint involution on 11 :& C is lifted from conjugation. Let 
t! = e E D OR C. ‘This implies e E C and hence by the equivalent of (1.2) 
/3 is an unsplittable G-form. Then by (2.4) there is no quadratic G-form on c‘, 
so by (2.5) there is a skew symmetric G-form on U, since+ ~:= a. 
6. AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS 
Let .i be a semisimplc algebra with involution in which 2 is a unit. By the 
automorphism group Aut(h) of a h-f orm h is meant the group of isometries 
of h onto itself. We give the groups of unsplittable X-forms h whose modules 
M are not simple A-modules. By (2.3) M == c’ @ k’, where U and V are 
n 
null simple submodules of M and U z. V. Let D ~z End, U. There are two 
possible cases: 
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case (1) 6 e U. Here D is a (comnrutative)$eld and the group Aut(h) is the 
group of unimodular matrices in M2(D). 
Proof. Let d, be the simple involution subalgebra of il corresponding 
to c’. By (2.4) there is no h-form on U, so by (2.5) there is a (--h)-form on .CJ 
and D is a field. Then by the Morita theory the category of h-forms over .41 
is isomorphic to the category of skew wmmctric forms over D. h goes to :l 
form /3 where the matrix of /3 is (_y b) fir some basis. Then if f ~ (::; :;:) is
in the endomorphism ring of the vector space, we have 
Therefore Aut(h) g {f 1 ff = 1: = unimodular matrices in Mz(D). 
Case (2) & C& U. Heye Aut(h) is the mJtiplicative group of End, U. 
The work reported here is taken from my PhD thesis (London University, June 
1967). The work was undertaken under the guidance of Dr. FrGhlich, whose advice 
and encouragement I wish to acknowledge. 
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